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In a moving, lyrical tale about the cost and fragility of freedom, a New York Times best-selling author and an acclaimed artist follow the life of a man who courageously shipped himself out of slavery. What have I to fear? My master broke every promise to me. I lost my beloved wife and our dear children. All, sold South. Neither my time nor my body is mine. The breath of life is all I have to lose. And bondage is suffocating me.
Henry Brown wrote that, long before he came to be known as Box, he “entered the world a slave.” He was put to work as a child and passed down from one generation to the next — as property. When he was an adult, his wife and children were sold away from him out of spite. Henry Brown watched as his family left bound in chains, headed to the deeper South. What more could be taken from him? But then hope — and help —
came in the form of the Underground Railroad. Escape! In stanzas of six lines each, each line representing one side of a box, celebrated poet Carole Boston Weatherford powerfully narrates Henry Brown’s story of how he came to send himself in a box from slavery to freedom. Strikingly illustrated in rich hues and patterns by artist Michele Wood, Box is augmented with historical records and an introductory excerpt from Henry’s
own writing as well as a time line, notes from the author, and a bibliography.
State governments recognize the value diaspora populations bring to development efforts worldwide. Since 2007, the Global Forum on Migration and Development has examined ways to highlight policies and programs that can magnify the resources, both human and financial, that emigrants and their descendants contribute to development. This handbook continues that effort on the basis of earlier investigations by the book's
collaborating institutions, the academic and policy literature, consultations and in-depth interviews with government officials and nongovernmental actors, and input by 62 national governments. The handbook is divided into three major parts. Each part gives concrete examples of policies and programs that have been effective, and pulls out both useful lessons and common challenges associated with the topics at hand. The pivotal
question now facing many policymakers is not so much if diasporas can benefit their countries of origin but how they do so and what kinds of government policies and programs can foster these relationships.
Housing Microfinance
Pagsusuri Ukol Sa Lipunan at Simbahan
Developing a Road Map for Engaging Diasporas in Development
A Physician’s Survival Guide to Personal Finance
A Comparative Study
Pulso
Drawing on examples from the global North and South, this book examines the relationship between migration, development and diaspora engagement from a governance perspective. It explores the ways that governments interact with their own extra-national diasporic populations in order to boost economic development, build global trading and investment networks, and increase their political
leverage overseas. Inside, readers will find fifteen essays which highlight such issues as diaspora engagement by governments at different scales, the divisions that often exist within diaspora groups, diaspora transnationalism and return migration, diaspora knowledge networks and higher education capacity building, and the neglected issues of South-South migration and diasporas as well as
North-South migration and diasporas. The book presents empirical case studies from various geographical contexts including Australia, Canada, the Philippines, India, the Caribbean, Zimbabwe, and the United States. Overall, this book presents fresh insights into how and why migrant-sending countries are increasingly turning to the diaspora option to attempt to benefit from the transfer of
knowledge, skills and financial and social capital. It provides policy makers, researchers, and students with new perspectives on governance and the means by which states are attempting to utilize their diaspora resources.
With the aim to provide guidelines for countries wishing to introduce or improve income support systems for the unemployed, the book summarizes the evidence about the performance of five such systems: unemployment insurance, unemployment assistance, unemployment insurance savings accounts, severance pay, and public works. These systems are evaluated by two sets of criteria: (i)
performance criteria, evaluating how well these systems work A? how they protect incomes and what other, particularly efficiency related, effects they may have; and (ii) design and implementation criteria, evaluating how these systems fit the country A? how suitable are these programs given country-specific conditions, chief among them being labor market and other institutions, the capacity
needed for administering income support programs, the size of the informal sector, and prevalence of private transfers. Income Support Systems for the Unemployed also offers summary evaluations of alternative systems by describing the strengths and weaknesses of each system and pointing out the country specific circumstances which are particularly conducive to performance.
A Profile of the Filipino Teacher
Housing for All
Trends, Challenges and Policy Responses in Countries of Origin
Overload
Empowerment of Women: Microfinance and women empowerment
Trends in Social Security
A Source Book on Low-income Housing Programs, Strategies, Technologies, and Designs : Papers and Proceedings from a Consultation-workshop Series, Held in Manila, Cebu, and Davao in October-December 1991
Why too much work and too little time is hurting workers and companies—and how a proven workplace redesign can benefit employees and the bottom line Today's ways of working are not working—even for professionals in "good" jobs. Responding to global competition and pressure from financial markets, companies are asking employees to do more with less, even as new technologies normalize 24/7 job expectations. In Overload, Erin Kelly and Phyllis Moen document
how this new intensification of work creates chronic stress, leading to burnout, attrition, and underperformance. "Flexible" work policies and corporate lip service about "work-life balance" don't come close to fixing the problem. But this unhealthy and unsustainable situation can be changed—and Overload shows how. Drawing on five years of research, including hundreds of interviews with employees and managers, Kelly and Moen tell the story of a major experiment that
they helped design and implement at a Fortune 500 firm. The company adopted creative and practical work redesigns that gave workers more control over how and where they worked and encouraged managers to evaluate performance in new ways. The result? Employees' health, well-being, and ability to manage their personal and work lives improved, while the company benefited from higher job satisfaction and lower turnover. And, as Kelly and Moen show, such
changes can—and should—be made on a wide scale. Complete with advice about ways that employees, managers, and corporate leaders can begin to question and fix one of today's most serious workplace problems, Overload is an inspiring account about how rethinking and redesigning work could transform our lives and companies.
THIS BOOK WILL ANSWER YOUR PRACTICAL FINANCE QUESTIONS LIKE: - How do I file my BIR Tax Return? (Train Law Updated) - What do I get from SSS, PhilHealth and Pag-IBIG? - How do I choose and buy good hospital stocks? - How do I know if the Title of the Real Estate property I'm buying is clean? - How do I prevent being cheated by dishonest staff? - How do I prevent Medical Malpractice Lawsuits? - How do I preserve my wealth and properly pass
it on among my heirs? and more... This book was written for doctors who want to take charge of their finances. It offers case studies from real life situations that doctors can relate to, as well as expert insights from different fields of finance to avoid the headaches that come from figuring our how you can make money work for you. It is not a regular personal finance book since it's designed especially for medical doctors who are at a loss in finance and even taxation. The
first book ever that understands you and the possible problems you will encounter in your day to day medical practice and beyond.
How Good Jobs Went Bad and What We Can Do about It
Community-based Housing Finance Initiatives
Outstanding Women in Government Speak
Housing Finance Policy in Emerging Markets
Designing a Happy and Stylish Home for Your Cat (and You!)
Philippine Business Profiles
Report of the Inter-regional Workshop on Integration of Housing Finance Into the National Finance Systems of Developing Countries

Old age income support will be one of the biggest social and economic challenges facing Asia in the twenty-first century. The growing spotlight on old age income support is largely due to exceptionally rapid population aging which is fundamentally reshaping Asia’s demographic profile. A young continent reaping the demographic dividend of a large youthful workforce is giving way to a
greying continent where the ratio of retirees to workers is on the rise. In contrast to industrialized countries, most Asian countries do not yet have mature, well-functioning pension systems. As a result, they are ill prepared to provide economic security for the large number of retirees who loom on the region’s horizon. This book takes a close look at the pension systems of eight countries
in East and Southeast Asia – namely, China, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam – which encompass a wide range of income and development levels. The book provides a comprehensive overview of pension systems in the eight countries, including an in-depth diagnosis to identify their major weaknesses and shortcomings. On the basis of the
diagnosis, the book sets forth concrete and specific policy options for reforming Asia’s pension systems. Many policy options for reform are country-specific. For example, a top priority in China is to extend the pension system to rural areas. At the same time, a number of reforms – such as the need to extend coverage – resonate across the entire region. Appropriate reform will enable the
region’s pension systems to deliver affordable, adequate and sustainable old-age economic security.
Green Book For Doctors (Second Edition)A Physician’s Survival Guide to Personal FinanceMy Finance MD
Philippine Yearbook
Official Gazette
The Last Tattooed Women of Kalinga
Year Book of Labor Statistics
Diasporas, Development and Governance
The Case of Community Mortgage Programme in Philippines
A Compendium of Speeches
Dear Universe ... can you hear me? If Pierra Calasanz-Labrador’s debut poetry collection The Heartbreak Diaries was equivalent to an “ugly cry,” this second volume is an introspective journey, a quiet voice longing to be heard. Like stumbling upon an introvert's secret diary, these fifty poems chronicle fervent wishes, hidden fears, and everyday acts of bravery that may sound uncannily familiar. Whether you are searching for a
soul mate, battling self-doubt, clearing out skeletons in your heart, or trying to chart your own course in an increasingly judgmental world, Dear Universe is an astute, empowering reminder that you are not alone. Featuring illustrations by Frances Alvarez.
Housing finance markets have been changing dramatically in both emerging and developed economies. On the one hand, housing finance markets are expanding and represent a powerful engine for economic growth in many emerging economies. However, the unfolding sub-prime mortgage crisis highlights the risks and potential turbulence that this sector can introduce into the financial system when expanding without proper
infrastructure and regulation. As housing finance keeps growing in emerging economies to match a rising demand for housing, new risk management approaches, business models, funding tools, and policy instruments can help. Yet many questions remain about the right balance between innovation and regulation, the extent of risks to the financial system, the appropriate role of the state to promote affordable housing, and the
effects of the sub-prime crisis. This book provides a guide for policymakers dealing with housing finance in emerging markets. It highlights the prerequisites for an effective housing finance system; it lays out several policy alternatives and models of housing finance; and it explores the role of governments in expanding access to housing finance for lower-income households. There is no "best" model set out in this book. The aim is
to provide a developmental roadmap that can be tailored and sequenced to each country's situation and timing.
Report of the Regional Seminar on Housing Cooperatives, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, March 25-29, 1996
Journal of the N.I.U.A.
Urban India
Pension Systems and Old-Age Income Support in East and Southeast Asia
The Fookien Times Philippines Yearbook
Major Development Programs and Projects, 1986-1992
Major Development Programs and Projects, 1986-1992: Albay

This report provides a comprehensive review of the challenges for low and moderate income housing. It focuses on the issues of affordability, accessibility and sustainability in resolving the housing problem. It looks at both formal and informal instruments and how experiences in developed countries and instruments in addressing middle income households can help inspire
solutions for low and moderate income housing. The report examines a whole range of major instruments and experiences across the developing and developed worlds.
Kach Medina and Jonathan Howe are working-on-the-road couple from the Philippines and UK. Having each decided to quit their jobs and set off around South East Asia to start their new lives, neither imagined they would end up traveling the world with someone they met in a backpackers' bar in Laos. But that's what happened! They are both certified Tantra Yoga Teachers,
Ayurveda Massage Therapists and TEFL Certified Teachers. Working wherever and whenever they want! Travelling since April 2013 and currently exploring South America. their next major travel goal- Antartica via Argentina. The Two Monkeys Travel Group is a travel website and blog started by Kach Mu (Philippines) and Jonathan Howe (UK). It's all about their experiences of
travelling around the world since April 2013 (non-stop). Topics include Expats Life, DIY guides; Jobs-on-the-Road, Teaching English Abroad and Funding travel techniques. They have different travelling style tips ranging from backpacking and flash-packing to luxury travel. Their readers are mostly from the Philippines, USA, UK and Middle East (UAE, Kuwait, Qatar and Bahrain).
GUEST WRITERS/ GUEST POSTS SPONSORSHIP EXCHANGE DEAL / REVIEWS ADVERTISING - Sponsored Posts, Text Link Ads, Banner Ads BLOG COLLABORATION INTERVIEWS If you need a representative in South America, the White Monkey and the Brown Monkey would be your best bet as they plan to be based here for at least 3 years! The other Monkeys are
also based in different countries around the world so please feel free to ask us! All other inquiries, please send us an email to: kach@twomonkeystravelgroup.com Do you need Travel Advice, Tips? Looking for Travel Buddies? Join our Facebook Group Community - Filipino Travelers/Backpackers (Around the World) We hope you enjoy reading about the Two Monkeys
adventures and experiences as much as they enjoy making them happen! If you want to contact the Monkeys, shoot them an email at kach@twomonkeystravelgroup.com Some of their adventures around the world!
Goa, India, 10-14 June 1991
Focus on NGO's
Cooperative Enterprises
Income Support for the Unemployed
Green Book For Doctors (Second Edition)
Ilocos region. Regional I
Catification
The Last Tattooed Women of Kalinga presents a series of portraits by Jake Verzosa who laments and celebrates a dying tradition of tattooing in villages throughout the Cordillera mountains in the northern Philippines. For nearly a thousand years the Kalinga women have proudly worn these lace-like patterns or batok on their skin as symbols of beauty, wealth, stature and fortitude. Applied as part of a painful ritual, the vivid
tattoos--abstractions of motifs such as ferns, rice bundles, centipedes and flowing rivers--reflect a rite of passage and a powerful bond with nature. Yet today this intricate form of self-adornment has largely been abandoned due to changing aesthetic perceptions. Between 2009 and 2013, Verzosa traveled extensively to document the last generation of women with the batok. The resulting pictures reveal the artistic designs of the tattoos, as well as
their symbolic functions as signs of social belonging and testimonies to personal struggle and triumph in which the skin becomes a "story." Accompanying Verzosa's portraits is a detailed illustrated glossary of the tattoo types and their meanings.
This publication contains a collection of materials prepared for the Ministerial Consultations on Labour Migration organised by IOM in Colombo, Sri Lanka in April 2003. Chapters discuss: trends and characteristics of labour migration in Asia, including policy responses and capacity building by ten major sending states; the protection of migrant workers, international instruments including ILO conventions; and challenges for governments
at national and international level, including interstate co-operation, to facilitate orderly labour migration in the region.
A Guide to Practice
Services, Practices, and Performance
Building Houses for the Poor
Dear Universe
Overview and Reform Directions
The Challenges of Affordability, Accessibility, and Sustainability : the Experiences, and Instruments for the Developing and Developed Worlds : a Synthesis Report
BOX: Henry Brown Mails Himself to Freedom
A New York Times bestseller! The star of Animal Planet’s hit television series My Cat from Hell, Jackson Galaxy, shows cat owners everywhere how to make their homes both cat-friendly and chic. Cat owners know the struggles of creating living spaces that are both functional and stylish for owner and cat. Don’t just go to your local pet shop and adorn your home with unattractive cat towers and
kitty beds. In Catification, Jackson Galaxy, the star of Animal Planet’s My Cat from Hell, and Kate Benjamin, founder of a popular cat design website, walk readers through a step-by-step process of designing an attractive home that is also an optimal environment for cats. This gorgeously designed, full-color book includes more than twenty fun DIY projects, from kitty beds and litter boxes to catios
(cat patios) that will be sure to make readers—and their cats—purr in approval.
Annotation This is the first book to give a comprehensive overview of the new field of housing microfinance practice worldwide. The expert contributors provide guidance to practitioners and policymakers on what works best, and look at the applicability of developing world experience of housing microfinance in the United States. The book takes experience from the separate fields of housing policy
and microfinance and explores what each can learn from the other. The contributors review the important issues for microfinance institutions which are considering expanding into housing, or providers of conventional housing loans who seek to offer products for poor clients who lack collateral or a regular salary income. Although there are differences between the low-income housing market in the
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United States and in developing countries, the book explores lessons from international experience that can be applied domestically. With lessons for both housing policymakers and housing microfinance practitioners, this will be a crucial book in putting the new field of housing microfinance on the map.
Philippine Financial Almanac
Corporate Handbook, Philippines
Regional Social and Economic Trends
Monitoring Selected Government Programs and Projects Through Peoples Participation
Labor Code of the Philippines and Its Implementing Rules and Regulations
Issues and Options
Two Monkeys Travel
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